Two-dimensional liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry set-up for structural elucidation of metabolites in complex biological matrices.
For absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) studies of drug candidates, mass spectrometry (MS) has become an indispensable tool for the characterization of biotransformation pathways. Samples from in vivo animal studies such as plasma, tissue extracts or excreta contain vast amounts of endogenous compounds. Therefore, the generation of metabolite patterns requires dedicated sample pre-treatment and sophisticated separation methods. Methodologies used for metabolite separation are often inappropriate for structure elucidation. Therefore, a two-dimensional liquid chromatography (LC) approach in combination with MS was developed. Study samples were analyzed using high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for the generation of a qualitative and quantitative metabolite pattern (first dimension) with high reproducibility and recovery without extensive sample pre-treatment. Selected radioactive metabolite fractions were then applied to micro-HPLC with off-line radioactivity monitoring and subsequent MS detection (second dimension). Applying the two-dimensional HPLC/MS approach not only major metabolites could be identified, even minor and trace metabolites were characterized. The usage of sampled metabolite fractions allowed also the re-analysis of specific metabolites for additional investigations (e.g. H/D exchange experiments or product ion scanning experiments). It could be clearly shown that the two-dimensional HPLC/MS approach showed mass spectra with higher sensitivity and selectivity significantly improving the characterization of minor and trace metabolites in in vivo ADME studies.